Abstract. The open cell-structured materials are high-lighted as an effective shock-energy absorber for car crashworthiness. Without reliable, optimum cell-structured materials design, they are difficult to use in practice.
Introduction
The cell-structured materials or metallic foams have been high-lighted as a shock absorber for car crashworthiness [1] . Different from the conventional dense materials, large deformation is allowed against the crashing and penetration of body and engine blocks. Since the plateau stress is constant during deformation, the energy to be absorbed in crashing can be estimated for each case study. As had been discussed in the textbook [2, 3] , the stress -strain relationship is mainly governed by the relative density (ρ R ) and the strength abruptly decreases when ρ R < 0.3. Lightness in the open cell-structured materials is limited in application. Furthermore, a single beam is only used as a simple representative to express the bending and collapsing behavior of open metallic foams. Little advancement in theoretical description is expected for optimum design of dynamic deformation behavior of complex cell-structured materials. In recent years, new ideas were proposed to break through the above difficulties. At first, regular, fine cell-structured engineering plastics were invented to demonstrate that the fracture toughness should be higher than that of solid materials [4] . This assures that the mechanical response of cell-structured materials has to be characterized by various mechanical and geometric parameters in addition to the relative density. In the second, the topological optimization method was developed to make topological design of materials [5] . Even starting from dense materials, the optimal cell-structured topology is deduced to satisfy the stress requirements with minimization of weight or volume. These two findings suggest that there should be a new frontier for optimum design of open cell-structured materials. Authors have been concerned with this importance of optimum cellular materials design. Unit cell design was proposed as an advanced tool of theory [6] [7] [8] . The importance of unit cell design was stressed on the micro-cellular materials [9] [10] . It was reported through experiments and theoretical calculation that the collapsing deformation in static is strongly dependent on the topological regularity of unit cells [11] . Furthermore, dynamic deformation of normally cell-structured light aluminum and magnesium alloys has been intensively investigated in a series of experiments [12] [13] [14] .
In the present paper, dynamic deformation of open cell-structured materials is reconsidered from topological point of view. The split hopkinson bar method is utilized to obtain the stress -strain relation at the prescribed strain rate. Dynamic video-image storage system is also used to describe the deformation pattern by a series of flames. Copper, open cell-structured materials are prepared with different cell size. Topological design of unit cells is first discussed to understand the regularity of unit cells, which are representative to the open, cell-structured materials. Dynamic deformation of normally cell-structured materials is investigated to understand the mechanical features common to the conventional cellular solids. Both the strain-rate effect and the dynamic-to-static stress ratio are enhanced in the dynamic deformation of regularly cell-structured materials. This essential deference in the mechanical response of cellular solids comes from the ordering in topological configuration of unit cells with cell-size refinement.
Optimum open cell-structured materials design
In the continuum mechanics for dense materials, the stress and strain distribute in the continuous manner although the whole body. Since the open cell-structured materials are composed of beams or columns, stresses and strains transfer themselves through the connecting nodes and columns. Hence, topological connectivity significantly reflects on the local stress transfer through each cell. Three dimensional polyhedral packing is considered as a geometric representative of open, cell-structured materials. As generally surveyed in Ref. [15] , unit cell structure changes itself with varying the geometric ordering. Figure 1 summarizes typical regular and semi-regular polyhedrons for three-dimensional packing. Since the configuration of cell-structure is strongly dependent on the material processing and manufacturing, there are very few examples in the commercial foams to have perfectly regular polyhedron as a unit cell. That is, with refinement of cell size in the materials processing of cellular solids, the representative cell structure does not converge to regular polyhedron but to other semi-regular polyhedra like tetra-kaidecahedron or Werire-Phelan structure [16] . In particular, the latter semi-regular unit structure can afford to reduce the surface area by 0.3 % less than that for the former semi-regular polyhedron. It is composed of two polyhedra: semi-regular dodecahedron and truncated octahedron. As had been partially discussed in Ref. [17] , the population ratio of constituent polygonal faces in the regularly cell-structured materials might converge to that of Werire-Phelan structure with the cell size refinement. In the tetrahedral or cubic cell-structured materials, the bending model governs the dynamic response of materials. On the other hand, in the irregularly cell-structured materials, the local collapsing mode overwhelms the whole deformation even in the uniaxial compression. In the well-composed cellular solids, uniform compression mode can be preserved without local collapsing. The original mechanical properties to constituent materials of cellular solids reflect on the dynamic deformation of this type of regularly cell-structured materials. 
Experimental Procedure
Pure copper foam by Mitsubishi Materials Co. Ltd. was employed as a model cellular material for evaluation. In its fabrication, the copper powder slurry with reactive agents, was poured into a mold after mixing. During the holding time at the elevated temperature, the viscous slurry was forced to expand by gas bubbling. The split hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) method was used to investigate the dynamic deformation of cell-structured materials in the high-strain-rate range of 10 2 to 10 4 /s. As shown in Fig. 3 , the pulse strains were measured by the strain gauges on the incident and transmitted bars. From these strain histories, the reflected strain can be directly calculated to estimate both the strain and strain rate. The stress history is also directly estimated from the strain history of transmitted bar. When using SHPB method, much attention must be paid to the impedance matching among bars and test-specimen. In the present study, AZ31 magnesium alloy bars with the diameter of 23.5 mm were prepared to reduce the impedance of bars. Furthermore, the dynamic deformation was online monitored by the video streak camera to describe the compressive deformation of each cell. Figure 4 depicted a typical experimental set-up of direct observation. In this high speed video recording system, Photron FACTCAN-ultima SE was used with the capacity of 27000 flames per a second and the interval of 37 µs. The compressive for quasi -static deformation test was carried out with the strain rate of 1 x 10 -3 /s. 
Experimental Results
Using the copper, open cell-structured materials with coarse cell size, both the quasi -static and dynamic stressstrain relations were obtained. As shown in Fig. 5 , both were in fairly good agreement so that the cellular 16 Explosion, Shock Wave and Hypervelocity Phenomena in Materials materials have little strain rate sensitivity to dynamic deformation. This strain-rate insensitivity is common to the commercially produced light metal alloy foams [12] [13] [14] . In general, the dynamic deformation of metallic alloy foams is governed by the ductility of alloys. In the sufficiently ductile foams, the bending-mode deformation of columns becomes dominant in the dynamic response of foams. Since the collapsing deformation of columns in bending takes place with little dependency on the strain rate, the whole dynamic deformation of foams has little sensitivity to strain rate. On the other hand, the brittle metallic alloy foams make dynamic response with fracture of columns. Since the fracture stress is strongly dependent on the original strain-rate sensitivity of constituent alloys, their metallic foams have strain-rate sensitivity. Figure 6 summarizes the dynamic-to-static stress ratio for various metallic foams together with the present coarse-sized copper cellular materials. Monotonic decrease of stress ratio with increasing the ductility proves the common feature of strain rate sensitivity for metallic alloy foams. Dynamic deformation of coarse-sized copper cells is abided by this general rule. Figure 7 compared the stress -strain relations of copper cell-structured materials with fine cell size between the quasi-static and dynamic responses. In obvious, the dynamic stress is enhanced in the case of dynamic loading; this is the typical strain-rate-sensitivity. In fact, the yield stress of dense copper materials is enhanced from 380 MPa to 560 MPa with increasing the strain rate from 10 -3 /s to 4.5 x 10 3 /s; the stress level is increased by 50 %.
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In this regularly open cell-structured copper, the dynamic-to-static plateau stress ratio also becomes 1.5. Remember that it is nearly unity in the coarse cell-structured copper in Fig. 6 . This difference comes from the unique dynamic deformation mechanism to the regularly cellular solids.
Discussion
As had been partially discussed in Refs. [11, 17] , the deformation in the symmetric mode is preferable to the regularly cell-structured materials with well-defined local stress transfer. Dependent on the geometric parameter of unit cells, this symmetric mode deformation changes itself to asymmetric mode one, where the local collapsing deformation prevails and the cellular solid can never sustain the uniform compression in global. The above transition of deformation mode i s critical to geometric regularity, so that the open cell-structured materials with geometric imperfections or wide cell-size distribution should deform in the local collapsing mode and lose their original strain rate sensitivity. In this study, dynamic i mage storage system was used to make insitu observation of deformation mode in the HPSB testing. 
Conclusion
Open cellular materials are indispensable for mechanical design of ultra-light structures and components. Topological design of unit cell structure becomes important to apply this type of open cellular solids in practice.
In the normally cell-structured materials with ductility, no strain-rate sensitivity is observed since local collapsing mode deformation becomes dominant in their dynamic response. In the regularly cell-structured materials, the uniform compressive deformation is observed without local collapsing modes. This might be because the regularly ordered structure is preferable as a unit cell to stabilize the symmetric deformation mode. The topological ordering advances with cell size refinement; finer-structured open cellular solid might be suitable to improve the loading capacity with minimization of weight.
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